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Parametric modelling of nonlinearities by covariance analysis 

W.Schiehlen & R. Krause 
IlUljru/~ B ojMtcMnics. University ofSrurrgarr. Germany 

ABSTRACT':· An integrated .pproach for the identifICation of mechanical systems with nonlinear rorce clements is shown . 
The method is spilt in two pa.ru. The rll'St part based on the covariance method uses measured data from the system and a 
linear modd to proof which nonlinearities have an influence on the dynamical behavior to iet a nonlinear model. In the 
second pari, the parameter of tM nonlinear model will are identified using measured covariances of the system for different 
cxCtAtion levels. 

1 lNlltODUcnON 

Modelin, dynamic systems requires assumptionJ and ideal
i.za.tioru rClUltin, in mathematical equations which deter
mille the dynamic behavior or the modeL In general, such 
models include characteristic patameten which detennine 
the behavior of the model. For some cilhese pannlelen 
with physicaJ. meaning. like mass or geometrical data, val
ues can be found by direct measurement_ Othen arc part 
of idealized physical laws, c .,. stiffness and damping ele
menlS, and cannOt be determined dirccUy. It is the wk of 
idenluation methods \0 evaluate these parameteR indi
rectly by romparing the dynamic behavior of both the dy
namic l)'Stem and the model. 

The covariance method wu developed for parameter 
identifiC&tion of linear dynam.ic systems rubject to stochas· 
tic: excitation (Weber and Sdtichlen 1983. Kallenbach 
1987). The parameten 01 thesystem can be identified using 
second momen15 of the system" response as well as the re
sponse of a linear ftIter added to the system's measurement 
devjc.es. 

The proposed paper shows an extension of the covarian
ce method for the detection of nonlinear damping and stif
fness elemen15 and the parameter identifICation of these 
nonlinear forces. In both cases the sca>nd moments of the 
nonlinear system will be investigated in respect to different 
oc:itation levels, because one c:xcitation level is only suffi
cient for linear systems. 

2 DETEcnON OF NONllNEAR FORCE ELE
MEI<IS 

In the fltSt step, for the detection of nonlinearities of a me
chanical system is chosen a linear time-inv.uiant model 

i-ks.+Ba (1) 
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where J: E IRD is the state vector. Matrices A and B 
roroprisc known and unknown parameten of the model. 
The measured data of the excitation a(r) and the r~nsc 
J:(t)ofthe technical system are ronsidered as c:xcitation and 
response of the linear model. The stochastic: excitation 
,,(t) is supposed to be an ergodic. Gaussian and stationary 
process which can be described by a time-invariant fonn ftI
ter 

Il:-Ku+Lw (2) 

where w is a Gauss.ian white noise with zero mean. Forde
tectum or identifICation purposes the input and output of 
the technical system has to be passed through an 1- dimen
sional linear raIler 

j-Fy+HJ:+Gu (3) 

with known matrices F. H and ~ and I > m + n , see 
Fi!. 1. 

u I technical System I J: 

j 
linear Model Filler 

~ r- :i - A:s. + Bu =- j-fy+HJ:+Gu 

I 
Fig.1- Detection of nonlinearities. 

Using (I), (3) and the measured data. stationarity or 
G:t- - E {yxT} wiJl yield algebraic relations for the system 
parameters: 



d - c,. - c,. AT + c,. aT + 
dl 

«) 

Ailuc:omprisin,aUu.ntnownsoiA andB in.parame
ter'itttor p and c:oUectin, all non- trivial equatioru of (<4) 
'11ft end up with an overdetermined set of linear al,tbRic 
equations 

Cp .. c (5) 

for idenlifyinllhe W'lkn0'Nn parameters. These parameten 
~ybe es~ted in the sense ollea.st 'Quarts bypremultip
lying (5) WIth CT and 50Ivitli the equations (or p : 

(6) 

U the system is linear, the parameters arc independent 
?f the ~t&Uon inlcnsityc- But in the case if the S)'$lcm 
is nonlinear. the parameteR will chan,e in respect to the 
excitation intensity and kind of nonlinearity. Some awlic:a· 
tions with nonlinear force dements like prestte.ss, bad; 
lash, cubic stiffness and coulomb friction show characteris
tic: parameter cwves (EJ-Dessouki 1990). Dtpendin, on 
the c:rcitation level, only the parameter of the force clc
menU change the values, whlch replace the nonlinear cle
mCRLS. All parameter of linear force elemenu (rom the sys
lem keep constant by the detection of nonlinearities. 
Problems occur only if. nonlinear (oree element kccpstwo 
pans with ' inverse' behavior like prestress and bad. lash. 

3 PARAME'rnR IDEmlFlCAll0N OF SYSTEMS 
WIlli NONUNEAR FORCE ELEMENTS 

After the detection of nonlinearitie.s it is poss:Ible 10 define 
a nonlinear model 

• 
j .. r(K. U, p) .. LPi ~(~, u) 

••• 

with the model vector f(E.II. p} and parameter vector 
pEtRI! . The parameter must be linear oombination in 

respect to all other variables for the foUowin, ~eter 
identification. In this case an mended model is defllled 

i - IPi 11(1. ul " .. u,) 

••• 

(8) 

where r is the maximum number of parameters to de.scribe 
a stiffness or ciampinI element of \he nonlinear model. Im
portant is here, that the r-different excitation levels are 
chosen carefully te' have a different influence of the nonlin· 

carities. Usin, (8~ (3) and the measured data leads 10 the 
mended oovariance analysis 

d djc,.-
• IPi ~ + F c,.. + H C..., + G C..., .!. O. {9} 

••• 

~OIOu.s to solv.e (4) in fespect to the pararneten eq. 
(9) lS an overdetemuned Jet of equation which can solved 
IS shown in (5) and (6). Applications to mechanic systems 
up to 4 de,ree of freedom and up 10 7 nonlinearities show 
,oed results (EJ-Dessouki 1990). 

< CONCLUSION 

11 is shown thallhe covariance analysis is a stron, tool (or 
detection of nonlinear force elements. The identified pa
rameter CWVts in respoctto the excitation are chanc1eris
tic (~r the .a~e mentioned nonlincarilies, also by multiple 
nonlineantles 111 one (orce clement. The parameter identi· 
fation is also very accurate as long as the nonlincarities 
tlave an influence on the dynamic behavior. Nonlincu 
(orce e)emcnlS. which have no influence on the interesting 
excitation 1evc.J can not be identltied. The extension tooth· 
er time independcnd nonlinear (orcc.s seems otMous, (ur
ther investigations are ncc.essary 10 decide about time vary. 
in, nonlincaritiC$. 
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